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Macroalgal morphological variation is determined to a large extent by a combination
of environmental factors, with wave exposure and temperature perhaps the main
influences, as they are key environmental properties to which a species becomes locally
adapted. Macroalgae have shown to exhibit different responses to different magnitudes
of exposure to waves, such as reduction in overall size and strength increasing traits. In
terms of temperature, warmer environments have been shown to reduce the overall
size of resident and transplanted species. However, none of the past studies have
identified specific wave and temperature metrics responsible for the morphological
adaptation macroalgae exhibit. Past research has often used simple or two-dimensional
models of wave exposure, which do not take into account important aspects of the
nearshore environment such as wave breaking, refraction and diffraction. Furthermore,
past studies have often used satellite-derived datasets as sources for temperature
data, however, such data have been shown to have large bias when applied to the
nearshore environment. This study used in situ temperature data and wave power
metrics calculated from a 3D-numerical model to identify specific temperature and wave
metrics responsible for morphological adaptation of the kelp, Ecklonia maxima and
Laminaria pallida. Between temperature and wave exposure, the results identify wave
exposure as the main influencer of morphological adaptation while identifying specific
wave metrics. Furthermore, the results show differences in wave metrics between
species; and between deep and shallow populations.
Keywords: kelp, wave exposure, temperature, morphological adaptation, MetOcean, numerical model

INTRODUCTION
Kelps are a group of large seaweeds of the order Laminariales (Ochrophyta), which despite their
relatively low taxonomic diversity of species in genera (Bolton, 2010), form the basis of one of
the most productive ecosystems globally (Mann, 1973; Krumhansl and Scheibling, 2012). Kelps
generally have a dependence on cool-temperate and arctic seawater temperatures (Dayton, 1985;
Bolton, 2010; Cavanaugh et al., 2011; Mohring et al., 2014), and dominate the nearshore biomass
within the rocky shallow coasts in both hemispheres (Steneck et al., 2002). Their size and complex
morphology provide a heterogeneous habitat structure (Steneck et al., 2002) that accommodate a
multitude of turf and sub-canopy seaweed species, and diverse assemblages of sessile and mobile
invertebrates and vertebrates (Mann, 1973; Steneck et al., 2002), each depending on a wide suite
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a broad geographic range, and showed trends toward dragreducing (small size, narrow laterals and blades, low spinosity)
and increased strength (large holdfast, thick stipe and thick blades
and lamina) at high wave exposure sites.
Measures of wave exposure in ecological studies often
incorporate integrative measures of hydrodynamic conditions
at a particular site which are based on cartographical models
of exposure. Cartographical models of wave exposure are
“fetch-based-models” which measure the length of open water
associated with a particular site in a straight line, and are regarded
as simple measures of wave exposure. Advances in numerical
modeling based on physical/linear wave theory incorporate
more complexity (wind forcing, wave-wave interactions, wave
breaking, diffraction and variation in wave direction) into the
models and allow for a quantitative, reproducible approach for
characterizing the hydrodynamic environment. Although Mabin
et al. (2013) investigated kelp morphological characteristics
using a 2D WAM model, currently no studies investigating
macroalgal morphological characteristics in relation to the wave
environment have incorporated 3D spectral numerical modeling.
Furthermore no studies have identified specific wave metrics
that drive kelp morphological characteristics, which the current
work will aim to achieve. Other considerations such as possible
differences in morphology between sub-canopy and canopy
species, and shallow and deep water kelp populations have not
been considered using advanced numerical and statistical tools.
Due to the complex effects of environmental drivers on kelp
morphology, one can also expect differences in morphology
between deep and shallow water populations of the same species.
Deep and shallow water environments may differ in abiotic
processes such as the degree of water column mixing (Smit et al.,
2013), solar heating (Dunne and Brown, 2001; Dellatorre et al.,
2012), and effects of wave dampening (Kobayashi et al., 1993;
Dubi and Tørum, 1995; Ma et al., 2013).
The kelps Laminaria pallida Greville and Ecklonia maxima
(Osbeck) Papenfuss are important habitat forming seaweeds
that exist around the coast of South Africa and offer a
unique opportunity to investigate the drivers of macroalgal
morphological characteristics between canopy and sub-canopy
species, as well as between deep and shallow water environments.
Although both these species exist in the sub-tidal, L. pallida
dominates deeper waters while E. maxima forms dense surface
canopies in the shallow sub-littoral. Therefore, E. maxima may
be exposed to variations in wind driven surface waves, swell
waves and temperature, while L. pallida is exposed to variations
in swell waves, wave exposure and temperature due to differences
in depth. Molloy and Bolton (1996) investigated the effect of
depth and wave exposure on L. pallida and showed that depth
had a greater effect than wave exposure when considering all
the morphological characteristics; when considering individual
characteristics, however, wave exposure had the most significant
effect on blade thickness. Another study by Rothman et al. (2017)
investigated the changes in morphology in shallow populations
of L. pallida and E. maxima along the South African coastline
and into Namibia; E. maxima exhibited no morphological
changes along the coast but the stipes of L. pallida become
increasingly hollow further north along the coastline. The authors

of ecological services provided by kelp forests (Dayton, 1985;
Gaines and Roughgarden, 1987; Paul and Steneck, 1993; Levin,
1994; Anderson et al., 1997; Willis and Anderson, 2003).
Wave exposure and temperature are regarded as important
environmental drivers of kelp forests, and play a role in their
distribution (Gorman et al., 2013), abundance (Dayton et al.,
1998; Cavanaugh et al., 2011), diversity (Wing et al., 2007;
Wernberg and Goldberg, 2008), composition (Dayton, 1985;
Leliaert et al., 2000; Harley et al., 2012; Norderhaug et al., 2012),
growth (Cousens, 1982) and productivity (Dayton et al., 1998;
Krumhansl and Scheibling, 2012; Pedersen and Nejrup, 2012).
Given that kelps are cool-temperate organisms which are
vulnerable to dislodgement under high wave exposure scenarios,
increases in storm frequency and magnitude, and changes
in ocean temperature, pose a direct threat to their survival;
which is a concern considering that these variables are known
to be affected by climate change (Weisse, 2010; Rose et al.,
2012; Rummukainen, 2012; Russo et al., 2014; Reguero et al.,
2019). Warmer temperatures reduces the resilience of kelp
individuals to storm disturbance (Wernberg et al., 2010), causes
fragmentation through weakening tissues (Simonson et al., 2015)
and reduces growth and productivity (Zimmerman and Kremer,
1986; Gerard, 1997; Bearham et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2013);
while storms and high wave energy dislodge and break kelps
(Seymour et al., 1989; Graham, 2004; Byrnes et al., 2011).
Despite these threats and disturbances kelps persist across a
broad range of environments which is largely due to their
morphological plasticity (Fowler-Walker et al., 2006; Wernberg
and Vanderklift, 2010). A study by Wernberg et al. (2003)
investigated the morphology of Ecklonia radiata (C.Agardh)
J.Agardh in order to quantify the morphological variation and
whether it was dependent on spatial differences along the
Australian coast. They found no correlation between spatial
distance and morphological similarity; rather the morphology of
the kelps was representative of multiple environmental forcings
on different morphological characters at different spatial scales
(Wernberg et al., 2003).
Although multiple environmental factors play a role in kelp
morphological adaptation, wave exposure and temperature have
been identified as the main influencers across various kelp species
(Hurd, 2000; Denny and Gaylord, 2002; Thomsen et al., 2004;
Fowler-Walker et al., 2005; Wernberg and Thomsen, 2005; Mabin
et al., 2013; Bekkby et al., 2014). For example, a study by Serisawa
et al. (2002) compared the morphology of Ecklonia cava Kjellman
growing at warmer and cooler sites, and showed wrinkling of
the blade and reduced size to be a characteristic of higher
temperature ranges. Warmer temperature affects important kelp
physiological processes such as photosynthesis and respiration,
which influences growth and productivity and ultimately leads
to a reduction in size (Zimmerman and Kremer, 1986; Gerard,
1997; Bearham et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2013). Past research
has shown that in highly wave exposed areas kelp morphology
tends to take on characteristics which reduce drag, increase
strength and increase flexibility (Hurd, 2000; Denny and Gaylord,
2002; Thomsen et al., 2004; Fowler-Walker et al., 2005). For
example, a study by Wernberg and Thomsen (2005) examined
the consistency of wave exposure as a driver of E. radiata across
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in winter (Veitch et al., 2019). The large peninsula acts as an
obstruction for large south westerly swells, providing decreased
wave energy along the west side of False Bay (Shipley, 1964).
Conversely, the west coast of Cape Point is battered by these
large swells. Multiple sites, therefore, exist where kelps grow
in diverse temperature and wave energy climates, in close
proximity and on the same side. The topography and elevation
along the Cape Peninsula channel and shield winds along
False Bay. This is, however, absent in winter, when strong
northerly winds are prevalent from St. Helena Bay to Betty’s Bay
(Andrews and Hutchings, 1980; Field et al., 1980; Jury, 1980;
Jury et al., 1985).

suggested that turbidity in relation to light attenuation was the
environmental driver responsible for this change.
The aim of this study is, therefore, to understand how
temperature and wave exposure can influence the morphology
of sub-canopy and canopy kelps, as well as between deep and
shallow populations of the same species. The current study will
also aim to identify specific temperature and wave metrics which
drive kelp morphological characteristics. This will be achieved by
initially understanding the variation in temperature and waves
using a numerical model. The numerical model will then be used
as a basis for investigating the consequences for morphological
characteristics of E. maxima and L. pallida using advanced
statistical tools.

Abiotic Environment
In order to compare abiotic variables for sites around the coast,
large historical databases for temperature, wave energy and
wind were accessed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Site Selection
Sites were chosen to represent an array of temperature and wave
gradients, as indicated in Figure 1. St. Helena Bay and Betty’s
Bay constituted the north-western and south-eastern boundary
sites, respectively. These sites are roughly 300 km apart, lie
within separate marine provinces (Smit et al., 2017), and span
the majority of the south-west coast, in varying thermal and wave
energy regimes. The region is dominated by kelp communities
that persist in contrasting abiotic environments. The west coast
region has been termed cool-temperate, which is defined as a
region where mean monthly temperatures are always above 10◦ C
and below 15◦ C (Smit et al., 2013). East of Cape Point marks
the beginning of an overlap or transition area, which is also
referred to as the Benguela-Agulhas Transition Zone (Smit et al.,
2013). The Agulhas Marine Province is characterized by a wide
temperature range of up to 7◦ C difference between mean monthly
temperatures between summer and winter and is classified as
warm-temperate (Smit et al., 2013).
The annual and seasonal patterns in both wind and swell
direction influence the thermal regime around the coastline by
inducing upwelling. Upwelling brings deep, cool nutrient-rich
water to coastal areas which causes a decrease in temperature
(Cram, 1970; Gill and Clarke, 1974; Andrews and Hutchings,
1980; Field et al., 1980; Blanke et al., 2002; Rouault et al.,
2010). The wind speed and wind direction help drive upwelling
in summer on the western side of the Cape Peninsula, where
southerly winds blow parallel to the coast and trigger upwelling
events (Field et al., 1980; Rouault et al., 2010). This is not
the case for False Bay, which is shielded from the dominating
wind and swell that the Cape Peninsula is subjected to. In
the summer months, upwelling becomes more favorable in
False Bay due to the change in swell and wind direction,
causing lower temperatures to dominate during this time
(Andrews and Hutchings, 1980; Rouault et al., 2010). Due to
the Cape Peninsula temperate latitude, winter months bring an
increased frequency of frontal depressions that originate from
the Southern Ocean (Reason et al., 2006). These low pressures
are joined by large swells with increased wave energy. The
nearshore environment, with the accompanied biota, therefore
experiences high wave energy events, with increased frequency
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Temperature
Shallow water temperatures were sourced from The
South African Coastal Temperature Network (SACTN)
website1 . In terms of nearshore temperature, in situ data are
preferred over satellite sea surface temperature (SST), which have
shown to exhibit large biases (Smit et al., 2013). The underwater
temperature recorders (UTRs) are attached to concrete mooring
blocks or railway line sections deployed in the shallow at ∼3 m
depth. The UTRs were comprised of Starmon Mini recorders
(Star-Oddi, Reykjavik, Iceland/Onset Hobo U22-001) accurate
to ±0.2◦ C. All in situ temperature data were reduced to a
time-coded, continuous series of monthly means over various
time-scales (Smit et al., 2013). It was decided that the annual
time-scale would be used for analysis. Linear interpolated SST
were calculated for sites where in situ recorders were absent.
These data were used to group sites into “Cool temperate” and
“Warm temperate” categorizations to investigate the possible
effect of thermal regime on kelp morphological characteristics.
R

Wave Environment
Wave model variable data formed part of the South African
Coastal Vulnerability Assessment, presented to the Department
of Environmental Affairs (DEA) and produced by the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) (Rautenbach,
2015). The South African wave climate was modeled via 20
spectral numerical wave models that simulated the offshore
wave climate to the nearshore. The boundary conditions
of these models were obtained by using the NOAA Wave
Watch III (WWIII) model output, distributed via the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) product (Office
of the Director 2000; Environmental Modeling Center/Marine
Modeling Branch 2005). The particular hindcast product utilized
during the DEA-CSIR study spans 1994–2013 at a 3-hour
resolution. These data were then used to model swell propagation
into the coastal models while wind waves (seas) were generated
via stationary computations in the Simulating Waves in the
Nearshore SWAN model (Booij et al., 1997). The assumption of
1

3

https://github.com/ajsmit/SACTN
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FIGURE 1 | Map of the study area and sampling sites. The red dots represent study sites around the Cape Peninsula.

stationary computations is acceptable as the model domains were
small enough so the temporal variation of the model boundary
was slower than the time it takes for that boundary condition
to propagate to the coast. SWAN allows one to extract wave
variables from specific gridded locations in the nearshore. For
False Bay, a resolution of 200 meters was modeled and output
produced at both the 7 m and 15 m isobaths. A 200 m resolution
was used as the False Bay computational grid was nested within
a larger 1 km resolution grid. This allowed for a computational
effective wave resolution of increasing resolution, from the NCEP,
low resolution output to nested, high resolution coastal output.
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For Table Bay and east of Cape Hangklip the resolution was
500 m and also had output at the 7 and 15 m isobaths. These
contour outputs were chosen in the original study by the CSIR
as most engineering run-up calculations require wave parameter
information at these contour depths and were the main focus
of the original study. For this study the 7 m contours were
used. These data were then used to calculate over all wave
power (kW/m) as this was considered the best measure of overall
wave exposure. Annual wave power was plotted and categorized
into different wave exposure categories which ranged from fully
sheltered to extremely exposed.
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of the species was not present a site, the nearest population
of the missing species was sampled. Because the macroalgae
differ in morphological features, species-specific morphological
characteristics were included and are presented in Table 1.
The stipe length for E. maxima was considered to be the
portion of the plant just below the pneumatocyst and just
above the holdfast. Stipe circumference was measured just
above the holdfast for both species. Between February 2017 and
November 2018, morphological measurements for E. maxima
individuals in shallow water (<1 m) at seven sites along the
Western Cape coast of South Africa were also collected. The
same morphological characteristic measurements were taken
as for the deeper E. maxima, and this allowed comparison
between morphological characteristics between deep and shallow
individuals within sites. Measurements were not collected for
L. pallida in the shallow depths, as this species is largely absent
from the shallow in this portion of the South African coastline.

Collection of Kelp Morphological Characteristics
The morphological characteristics of both species are presented
in Figure 2. Laminaria pallida is characterized by a single smooth
blade which is divided longitudinally into sections, and develops
from a single meristematic region located at the junction between
the blade and the stipe (Dyer, 2018). This species has a solid
stipe along the south-west coast but develops a hollow stipe
along the west coast northward and into Namibia (Rothman
et al., 2017). Ecklonia maxima consists of a single primary blade
which develops above a gas-filled float and a hollow stipe below.
Secondary blades are produced laterally from the primary blade
from several meristematic regions along the margins of the
primary blade (Dyer, 2018). Both species are held to the substrate
by finger-like haptera, collectively known as the holdfast.
Morphological measurements of L. pallida and E. maxima
were collected at 18 sites along the Western Cape coast of
South Africa (Figure 1) between October 2014 and April
2015. AlgaeBase was used to confirm the latest taxonomic
associations for each species (Guiry and Guiry, 2019). Divers
sampled kelp individuals by means of SCUBA for deeper
populations and freediving for shallower populations. The
sampled individuals were then taken ashore and the relevant
morphological measurements taken. In each instance only the 13
largest individuals were sampled to ensure that only mature and
fully grown sporophytes were measured. The age of E. maxima
was determined by size, presence at the surface as well as a
darker coloration of the stipe; as this occurs with age. In the
case of L. pallida, the individuals with the longest stipe were
selected which is considered a reasonable estimate of age. In
each case the age of the individuals was estimated visually
before the individual was sampled. In instances where one

Statistical Analyses
Summary statistics were calculated for each site and region for
each of the environmental variables considered in this study, and
are presented in Table 2. The associated abbreviations used are
also presented in Table 2. In addition, annual median wave and
wind direction were also calculated. The median was calculated
for wind and wave direction, as issues arise when calculating
the mean and standard deviation for compass metrics. Summary
statistics for wind was not plotted and instead are discussed, as
the data were course relative to the other environmental variables
considered in this study.
Morphological characteristics in relation to temperature
and wave exposure were investigated using non-parametric

FIGURE 2 | Schematic of Laminaria pallida and Ecklonia maxima morphology (Dyer, 2018).
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Kruskal -Wallis tests, respectively, and notched boxplots allowed
comparison between individual categories of wave exposure. The
alpha level used to define significance was p = 0.05. Boxplots
were created using the software package ggplot2 (Wickham,
2009). In order to investigate specific drivers of morphological
characteristics a distance-based redundancy analysis (db-RDA)
was performed using the rda function in the vegan software
package (Oksanen et al., 2015) in R (R Core Team, 2014; RStudio
Team, 2020). The abiotic data covered all study sites for both
species of kelp. Both morphology and abiotic data (temperature,
waves and wind) were standardized using the decostand function
in the vegan software package; morphology data were used as
response variables and the abiotic data as explanatory variables.
A list of the abbreviations used and the associated metrics are
presented in Table 2. To determine the explanatory variables
that best describe patterns in the response data, a full RDA was
performed using a complete set of explanatory variables. Forward
selection was then used to reduce the number of explanatory
variables, as well as prevent the inflation of overall Type I error.
To further improve the model, pairwise coefficients and Variance
Inflation Factor (VIF) were calculated to identify variables with
high multicollinearity. The computation of the parsimonious
RDA was followed by permutation tests of the adjusted R2 to
assess significance of constraints.

TABLE 1 | A list of morphological measurements that were collected for Ecklonia
maxima and Laminaria pallida.
Species

Morphological Characteristic

Unit measurement

Ecklonia maxima

Frond mass

Kilograms (kg)

Ecklonia maxima

Primary length

Centimeters (cm)

Ecklonia maxima

Primary width

Centimeters (cm)

Ecklonia maxima

Frond length

Centimeters (cm)

Ecklonia maxima

Stipe mass

Kilograms (kg)

Ecklonia maxima

Stipe length

Centimeters (cm)

Ecklonia maxima

Stipe circumference

Millimeters (mm)

Ecklonia maxima

Number of tufts

Count

Ecklonia maxima

Epiphyte length

Centimeters (cm)

Ecklonia maxima

Total length

Centimeters (cm)

Laminaria pallida

Lamina weight

Kilograms (kg)

Laminaria pallida

Lamina length

Centimeters (cm)

Laminaria pallida

Lamina thickness

Millimeters (mm)

Laminaria pallida

Stipe mass

Kilograms (kg)

Laminaria pallida

Stipe length

Centimeters (cm)

Laminaria pallida

Stipe diameter

Millimeters (mm)

Laminaria pallida

Number of digits

Count

Laminaria pallida

Thallus mass

Grams (g)

Laminaria pallida

Total length

Centimeters (cm)

Units for each morphological characteristic are included.

TABLE 2 | A list of measured environmental variables (temperature, waves and
wind) and their associated abbreviations.

RESULTS

Variable

Abbreviation

Maximum temperature

max_temp

Abiotic Environment

Minimum temperature

min_temp

Temperature

Mean temperature

mean_temp

Range in temperature

temp_range

Standard deviation in temperature

sd_temp

Mean significant wave height

hs_mean

Maximum significant wave height

hs_max

Minimum significant wave height

hs_min

Standard deviation in swell height

hs_sd

Mean wave period

tp_mean

Maximum wave period

tp_max

Minimum wave period

tp_min

Standard deviation in wave period

tp_sd

Median wave direction

dir_median

Mean wind speed

spw_mean

Standard deviation in wind speed

spw_sd

Median wind direction

dirw_median

The mean annual coastal water temperature for the study sites
located on the western side of the peninsula ranged from
14.5 ± 0.9◦ C (mean ± SD) at St. Helena Bay, the most northern
site on the western side of the peninsula, to 14.6 ± 0.3◦ C at
Olifantsbos, the most southern site on the western side of the
peninsula (see Figure 3A). For sites located on the eastern side
of the peninsula (within False Bay), the annual mean coastal
water temperatures ranged from 15.5 ± 0.9◦ C at Buffelsbaai to
15.0 ± 0.9◦ C at Betty’s Bay, the most eastern site on the coastline
in this study (see Figure 3A).
In general, the mean temperature increases for sites located
within False Bay with less variation around the mean temperature
compared to sites on the western side of the peninsula (see
Figure 3A). This is verified by statistical difference based on
region, which shows a significantly lower (p < 0.05, Figure 3B)
mean temperature and less variation in temperature for sites
located on the western side of the peninsula compared to sites
on the eastern side.

statistical methods. Morphological characteristics were placed
into categories according to temperature regime and wave
exposure class for each species and population of kelp in
this study. The appropriate category was determined by kelp’s
sampling location along the coastline and the according
wave exposure and temperature category assigned to that
species and/or population. The R software package ggplot2
was used for graphical output and non-parametric analyses.
Significant differences between temperature regimes and across
wave exposure categories were tested with Wilcox tests and

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Wave Environment
Our data show the western side of the peninsula experiences
higher significant wave heights and variation in wave heights
compared to the eastern side of the peninsula (see Figure 4A).
Mean significant wave height ranged from 0.5 ± 0.2 m
(mean ± SD) at St. Helena Bay to 2.3 ± 0.7 m at Olifantsbos on
the western side of the peninsula, and on the eastern side of the
peninsula it ranged from 0.9 ± 0.4 m at Buffelsbaai to 1.9 ± 0.6 m
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FIGURE 3 | Annual temperature variables at the collection sites around the Cape Peninsula are represented in panel (A), with sites in order from north to south.
Temperature variables include minimum represented by inverted triangles, mean represented by blue and red dots which represent the western and eastern side of
the peninsula, respectively, maximum by black triangles, and whiskers standard deviation. Summary of temperature data for sites grouped by region are represented
in panel (B). Significance levels are as follows: * represents ≤0.05, ** represents ≤0.01, *** represents ≤0.001, **** represents ≤0.0001.

crest length). The classification from fully sheltered to extremely
exposed is based on the total wave energy upper and lower limits
(see Figure 5B). The western periphery of the Cape Peninsula is
almost continuously exposed to high wave exposures while the
eastern periphery of the peninsula (western coastline of False
Bay) revealed sheltered wave exposures (see Figure 5). There the
marked seasonality, with higher energy waves during winter, may
be clearly observed once more.
To clarify the averaged wave exposure map presented in
Figure 5A, the propagation of a typical offshore wave spectrum
as produced from a single time-step in SWAN is presented in
Figure 5C. Tracing the wave height contours into False Bay its
clear why this bay’s western periphery is predominantly sheltered.

at Betty’s Bay (see Figure 4A). The maximum significant wave
height ranged from 1.4 m at St. Helena Bay to 4.7 m at Olifantsbos
on the western side of the peninsula, and on the eastern side
ranged from 2.6 m at Buffelsbaai to 4.2 m at Betty’s Bay. Mean
peak period for sites on the western side of the peninsula ranged
from 10.3 ± 3.5 s at St. Helena Bay to 11.0 ± 2.0 s at Olifantsbos,
and ranged from 10.6 ± 3.0 s at Buffelsbaai to 10.8 ± 2.2 s at
Betty’s Bay (see Figure 4B). The data show no trend in mean
peak period for the coastline. These data show that the western
side of the peninsula has a lower variation (SD) compared to the
eastern side, with Miller’s Point showing the highest variation
across timescales. Maximum peak period ranged from 18.9 s at
St. Helena Bay to 18.4 s at Olifantsbos for the western side of the
peninsula, and ranged from 18.0 s at Buffelsbaai to 18.0 s at Betty’s
Bay on the eastern side of the peninsula. When wave variables
were grouped by region significant differences were found for
both mean significant swell height and mean peak period. The
western region experiences a significantly higher mean significant
swell height (p < 0.05; see Figure 4C) and mean peak period
(p < 0.05; see Figure 4D).
Data for median wave direction showed no trend across
timescales, however, the variation (SD) in wave direction is
lower on the western side of the peninsula compared to the
eastern side both annually and for winter. Summer data were the
exception and showed lower variation for the eastern side of the
peninsula (see Appendix).
In Figure 5A the total coastal wave exposure of the Cape
Peninsula is given in terms of wave energy (kW per meter wave
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Drivers of Kelp Morphological
Characteristics
Significant differences were found between cool temperate and
warm temperate regimes for most L. pallida morphological
characteristics with lamina length, number of digits and thallus
mass the exceptions (see Figure 6). Certain morphological
characteristics such as stipe mass, stipe length, total length and
stipe diameter had significantly higher means for kelp from
the cool temperate regime when compared to kelp from the
warm temperate regime (p < 0.05; see Figure 6). Conversely,
lamina weight and lamina thickness had significantly lower
means for kelp from the cool temperate regime compared
to kelp from the warm temperate regime. When L. pallida
7
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FIGURE 4 | Mean significant wave height (meters) and mean significant peak period (seconds) across sites and by region. Annual mean significant wave height
across sites is presented in panel (A) and is represented by solid triangles and standard deviation by the whiskers. Differences in annual mean significant wave height
between regions are presented in panel (B). Annual mean significant peak period across sites is presented in panel (C) and is represented by solid dots and
standard deviation by whiskers. Differences in annual mean significant peak period between regions are presented in panel (D). Significance levels are as follows:
* represents ≤0.05, ** represents ≤0.01, *** represents ≤0.001, **** represents ≤0.0001.

stipe mass and epiphyte length. Mean values for primary length,
primary width and stipe circumference were significantly higher
for kelp from the cool temperate regime than for kelp from
the warm temperate regime (see Figure 8). The remaining
morphological characteristics, stipe length, number of tufts
and total length had significantly lower means for kelp from
cool temperate compared to kelp from the warm temperate
regime (p < 0.05; see Figure 8). Significant differences amongst
wave exposure categories were found for all morphological
characteristics of deep E. maxima populations (see Figure 9).
Certain morphological characteristics showed a gradual increase
in mean value with increasing degree of wave exposure. The
remaining morphological characteristics exhibited decreased
means for only the higher wave exposure categories, followed
by a sharp increase in mean value for the highest wave
exposure category.

morphological characteristics were grouped to wave exposure
categories Kruskal-Wallis tests revealed significant differences
amongst categories for most morphological characteristics
with lamina length, number of digits and thallus mass the
exceptions (see Figure 7). The morphological characteristics
that were significantly different amongst sites exhibited
similar patterns, with increasing mean values from the fully
sheltered to extremely sheltered categories and a decrease
in mean values for the remainder of the categories. Two
morphological characteristics, namely lamina thickness
and stipe diameter, both exhibited higher variations for
the exposed categories compared to other morphological
characteristics.
Six out of the ten deep E. maxima morphological
characteristics showed differences between cool temperate
and warm temperate regime except for frond mass, frond length,
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FIGURE 5 | The total coastal wave exposure of the Cape Peninsula is given in terms of wave energy (kW per meter wave crest length) is presented in panel (A) and
the associated legend in panel (B). The propagation of a typical offshore wave spectrum is given as produced from a single time-step in SWAN, is represented in
panel (C).

When grouped by temperature regime, shallow E. maxima
exhibited significant differences between temperature regimes
for frond mass, primary length, primary width, frond length,
stipe mass, stipe length, stipe circumference and total length
(p < 0.05; see Figure 10). All of the significantly different
morphological characteristics, except primary length, had lower
values for the western region compared to the eastern region.
When shallow E. maxima were grouped by wave exposure
category significant difference were found for all morphological
characteristics (p < 0.05; see Figure 11). In general, values of the
various morphological characteristics increase for the lower wave
exposure categories, followed by a sharp decrease and a gradual
increase in value.

the variation (global permutation test on final model: d.f = 1,
F = 8.51, p = 0.008; Figure 12A). RDA1 was the only significant
axis in the model and explained 48% of the variation while
RDA2 was not significant and explained 63% of the variation.
Total length, stipe length, stipe diameter and stipe mass were
positively influenced (i.e., increased size corresponding with
the environmental driver) by mean significant wave height and
median swell direction for kelp mostly from the western region
and negatively influenced (i.e., decreased size corresponding with
the environmental driver) by peak period standard deviation
and mean temperature for kelp from the eastern region.
Although sites from the western region did not cluster as closely
as eastern region study sites, grouping according to region
was still evident.

Abiotic Drivers of L. pallida Morphological
Characteristics

Abiotic Drivers of E. maxima Morphological
Characteristics

Forward selection, assessment of VIF and an examination of
pairwise Pearson correlation coefficients allowed us to retain
the most parsimonious descriptors of L. pallida morphological
characteristics with an adjusted R2 of 0.49, explaining 72% of
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were employed for both populations of E. maxima. Forward
selection, assessment of VIF and Pearson correlation coefficients
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FIGURE 6 | Boxplots representing L. pallida morphological characteristics grouped by temperature regime measured around the Western Cape coastline, with the
y-axis depicting the specific morphology measured, with units provided. The lower and upper “hinges” correspond to the first and third quartiles. The whiskers
represent the range, solid black lines represent the median and black dots are outliers. Light gray boxes represent cool-temperate and dark gray warm-temperate.
Significance levels are as follows: * represents ≤0.05, ** represents ≤0.01, *** represents ≤0.001, **** represents ≤0.0001.

descriptors of shallow E. maxima morphological characteristics
with an adjusted R2 of 0.36, explaining 61% of the variation
(global permutation test on final model: d.f = 4, F = 2.41,
p = 0.013, Figure 12C). The model consisted of one significant
axis, RDA1 (p = 0.02) and explained 62% of the variation.
Stipe length, stipe mass and stipe circumference were positively
influenced by maximum temperature and mean temperature
along RDA1, and explained 50 and 55% of the variation,
respectively. The remaining morphological characteristics
were positively influenced by maximum peak period and
negatively influenced by median wind direction along RDA2 and
explained 86 and 94% of the variation, respectively. There was
overlapping of clusters according to region with no clear patterns
in sites evident.

allowed us to retained as the most parsimonious descriptors of
deep E. maxima morphological characteristics with an adjusted
R2 of 0.39, explaining 67% of the variation (global permutation
test on final model: d.f = 5, F = 2.4, p = 0.026; Figure 12B).
RDA1 was the only significant axis in the model (p = 0.03)
and explained 72% of the variation. Primary length, primary
width and stipe circumference were positively influenced by
mean significant wave height, mean peak period and median
swell direction for kelp from the western region. The remaining
morphological characteristics were positively influenced by
minimum temperature and negatively influenced by peak period
standard deviation for kelp from the eastern region.
Forward selection, assessment of VIF and Pearson correlation
coefficients allowed us to retain the most parsimonious
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FIGURE 7 | Boxplots representing L. pallida morphological characteristics grouped by wave exposure category measured around the Western Cape coastline, with
the y-axis depicting the specific morphology measured, with units provided. The lower and upper hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles. The whiskers
represent the range, solid black lines represent the median and black dots are outliers. Significance levels are as follows: * represents ≤0.05, ** represents ≤0.01, ***
represents ≤0.001, **** represents ≤0.0001.

We also considered wind in addition to temperature and wave
variables, since wind is an important component of wind-driven
surface gravity waves (Holthuijsen, 2010). The results show that
specific variables of wave exposure are the main drivers of kelp
morphology with temperature playing only a minor role. The
morphological adaptation was also shown to be associated with
the magnitude of wave exposure which had only been inferred
in previous studies. Finally, the investigation of differences
in morphological characteristics between shallow and deep
populations of E. maxima suggests that in low wave exposure
environments the role of temperature as a morphological driver
increases; this is particularly the case for False Bay.
There were clear patterns and clines in both the temperature
and wave exposure data. The thermal and wave exposure
regimes around the Cape Peninsula are driven by a complex

DISCUSSION
This study considered important drivers of the morphology
of Ecklonia maxima and Laminaria pallida around the Cape
Peninsula. These abiotic variables, namely temperature and wave
exposure, have been identified in previous research on other
brown algae species such as E. radiata and M. pyrifera (Thomsen
et al., 2004; Fowler-Walker et al., 2005, 2006; Wernberg and
Thomsen, 2005; Wing et al., 2007; Stewart et al., 2009; Miller et al.,
2011; Pedersen and Nejrup, 2012). The complex geomorphology
of the Western Cape coastline creates an ideal natural laboratory
for studies of kelps in interaction with their environment. Unlike
previous research, this study used a complex numerical model
to provide the various variables of wave exposure, which is
based on linear wave theory to calculate overall wave exposure.
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FIGURE 8 | Boxplots representing deep population E. maxima morphological characteristics grouped by temperature regime measured around the Western Cape
coastline, with the y-axis depicting the specific morphology measured, with units provided. The lower and upper hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles.
The whiskers represent the range, solid black lines represent the median and black dots are outliers. Light gray boxes represent cool-temperate and dark gray
warm-temperate. Significance levels are as follows: * represents ≤0.05, ** represents ≤0.01, *** represents ≤0.001, **** represents ≤0.0001.

It is due to the near consistent south-westerly swell and the
complex orography around the peninsula that the wave energy
distribution around the Cape Peninsula varies significantly over
a small geographical area. The directional sheltering effect of
the Cape Peninsula, against the dominant swell direction is
clearly observed in the wave exposure maps. It should be
mentioned that some of the annual winter frontal depression
systems pass the Cape Peninsula from the west to east, resulting
in wave propagating toward the continent from much more
southerly directions. This results in positive and negative wave
exposure anomalies all around the peninsula. Increased wind
speed at sites along the west side of the peninsula in a southerly
direction trigger upwelling events along the western side of the
peninsula (Field et al., 1980; Rouault et al., 2010). In general,
the western side of the peninsula is more exposed than the

interaction between wind, temperature and wave metrics, which
do not act independently but instead influence one another. The
hydrodynamic regime is modulated by the relative sheltering
against the predominant south-westerly swell direction and the
size of the fetch for local wave generation. The direction of the
dominant swell changes to the south west in winter, generated
by strong low pressures that originate from the southern ocean
(Reason et al., 2006), which False Bay is sheltered from Shipley
(1964), Atkins (1970), Dufois and Rouault (2012). In summer,
these swells rotate anticlockwise and are able to enter False
Bay, providing an increased variability of swell height and
peak period in this region. It should be noted that what is
classified as sheltered around the South African coastline (a high
energy coastline) might be classified as exposed in other regions
of the world (Leliaert et al., 2000; Norderhaug et al., 2012).
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FIGURE 9 | Boxplots representing deep E. maxima morphological characteristics grouped by wave exposure category measured around the Western Cape
coastline, with the y-axis depicting the specific morphology measured, with units provided. The lower and upper hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles.
The whiskers represent the range, solid black lines represent the median and black dots are outliers. Significance levels are as follows: * represents ≤0.05,
** represents ≤0.01, *** represents ≤0.001, **** represents ≤0.0001.

Fowler-Walker et al., 2006; Bekkby et al., 2014) have been
identified in previous studies. Although this study did not
measure force of attachment, other morphological responses to
temperature and wave variables were evident. Species-specific
responses are evident in both wave exposure and temperature.
In cool temperate environments L. pallida tended to show
increases in certain morphological characteristics (stipe mass,
stipe length and stipe diameter) while in the warm-temperate
environments these were significantly lower. This was also true
for deep E. maxima populations, which had longer, thinner
stipes for kelp from the warm temperate compared to kelp
from the cool temperate. Reduction in certain morphological
characteristics has been attributed to temperature by Serisawa
et al. (2002) in the kelp E. cava, which was smaller and shorter
in warmer sites compared to cooler sites. The reduction in size

eastern side (False Bay) and experiences significantly higher
mean significant swell height and mean significant peak period.
This was also reflected in the wave exposure categories which
show a trend of decreasing wave exposure (wave power) around
the peninsula and into False Bay. There are also differences
between the types of waves that each side of the peninsula
experiences. We provide strong support that variations in the
environmental variables, particularly wave exposure variables,
are driving kelp morphological characteristics around the Cape
Peninsula. Morphological adaptation due to water motion may
manifest in a number of ways in high wave energy environments.
For instance, reduction of blade thickness, blade elongation,
increase of stipe length, increase in stipe circumference and
force of attachment (Friedland and Denny, 1995; Denny et al.,
1997; Denny and Gaylord, 2002; Wernberg and Thomsen, 2005;
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FIGURE 10 | Boxplots representing shallow E. maxima morphological characteristics grouped by temperature regime measured around the Western Cape coastline,
with the y-axis depicting the specific morphology measured, with units provided. The lower and upper hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles. The whiskers
represent the range, solid black lines represent the median and black dots are outliers. Light gray boxes represent cool-temperate and dark gray warm-temperate.
Significance levels are as follows: * represents ≤0.05, ** represents ≤0.01, *** represents ≤0.001, **** represents ≤0.0001.

“extremely sheltered” category compared to the fully sheltered
category, which may be a “go-with-the-flow” tactic (Denny
et al., 1997; Hurd, 2000; Denny and Gaylord, 2002). Kelp are
able to increase flexibility by increasing stipe length which
increases the extension capabilities of kelp to a passing wave
(Hurd, 2000; Denny and Gaylord, 2002). However, increasing
stipe length is only beneficial under lower exposure levels as
a long stipe actually increases overall drag on the plant under
high wave exposure (Denny et al., 1997; Denny and Gaylord,
2002). This is reflected in the L. pallida morphology which
shows an overall reduction of morphological characteristics
suggesting a size reducing tactic to cope with higher levels
of wave exposure. The results suggest that deep E. maxima
populations exhibit a different response, as well as a higher wave
exposure threshold. Unlike L. pallida, E. maxima exhibits a size
reducing tactic with increasing wave exposure by decreasing stipe
mass, stipe length, stipe circumference, total length and frond
length. A magnitude related response has been suggested by
Wernberg and Vanderklift (2010) who investigated the temporal
and spatial variations of various environmental drivers of the

of adult may be a response to low nutrient conditions, which
has been shown to reduce growth rate and overall morphology
(Simonson et al., 2015). Warmer temperatures are associated
with low nutrient concentrations (Waldron and Probyn, 1992)
and the low frequency of upwelling conditions in False Bay
(low nutrient supply) coupled with warmer temperatures may
be a contributing factor. It should be noted, however, that
from these analyses that in general the cool temperate region is
more exposed to waves than that of the warm-temperate region.
Therefore, the significantly larger morphological characteristics
for kelp from the cool temperate region may overlap with
responses to wave exposure. The response of kelp morphological
characteristics to wave exposure was evident and both species
exhibit tactics based on the magnitude of wave exposure.
Strength increasing traits were exhibited for lower exposure levels
while a “go-with-the-flow” tactic for moderate levels of wave
exposure. This suggests that how morphological characteristics
manifest themselves is dependent on the magnitude of wave
exposure. When grouped by wave exposure category, L. pallida
characteristics showed a significant increase in length for the
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FIGURE 11 | Boxplots representing shallow E. maxima morphological characteristics grouped by wave exposure category measured around the Western Cape
coastline, with the y-axis depicting the specific morphology measured, with units provided. The lower and upper hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles.
The whiskers represent the range, solid black lines represent the median and black dots are outliers. Significance levels are as follows: * represents ≤0.05,
** represents ≤0.01, *** represents ≤0.001, **** represents ≤0.0001.

kelp E. radiata. The authors identified wave exposure as the most
important driver of kelp morphological characteristics and that
the type of response elicited is dependent on the magnitude
of wave exposure.
A size reduction tactic has been shown before (Hurd, 2000;
Denny and Gaylord, 2002; Fowler-Walker et al., 2005, 2006) and
is regarded as a strategy to reduce overall drag on the plant.
However, E. maxima morphological characteristics changed
significantly as wave exposure increases. When grouped to the
higher wave exposure levels, E. maxima morphology exhibited
a strength and flexibility increasing trait. Furthermore, the
morphological response of E. maxima to wave exposure only
occurs at the “Moderately exposed” level compared to L. pallida
which exhibits a response at a lower wave exposure level. This
suggests that E. maxima can tolerate higher exposure levels before
having to exhibit a morphological response. The redundancy
analysis performed confirms the patterns and responses observed
as well as identifying specific temperature and wave variables as
drivers of kelp morphology. Kelp morphology characteristics are

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

largely wave driven for both species but differ in terms of specific
temperature and wave metrics.
The wave metrics identified in this study are important
components of determining overall wave power, which will
vary seasonally in the region based on the swell direction. The
differences in temperature metrics between E. maxima and L.
pallida point to underlying differences in nutrient availability.
Low temperatures are often associated with upwelling events
which bring cool, nutrient rich water into the nearshore. False
Bay has comparatively little upwelling events compared to the
western side of the peninsula, and so nutrients may be a limiting
factor for E. maxima populations within False Bay, hence the
identification of minimum temperature as a influencer. Mean
temperature identified as a driver for L. pallida may be related
to diurnal temperature fluctuations in the water column. Solar
heating of the water surface in combination with wind-driven
transport causes fluctuations within the water column, which can
occur daily or seasonally (Kaplan et al., 2003). Vertical mixing of
the water column for inshore regions are driven by several abiotic
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FIGURE 12 | RDA output for L. pallida (A), deep E. maxima (B) and shallow E. maxima (C). The blue cluster represents sites from the western region and the red
represents sites from the eastern region.

metrics compared to L. pallida. Since E. maxima are a canopykelp, it is exposed to all components of a wave compared to
L. pallida which occurs deeper in the water column.
Although temperature plays an important role in distribution
(Bolton, 2010; Miller et al., 2011; Rinde et al., 2014) of kelp and
physiological functioning of adults and gametophytes (Gerard,
1997; Steneck et al., 2002; Bearham et al., 2013; Mohring et al.,
2014; Smale and Moore, 2017), there is little evidence in this
study that temperature is an important driver of morphological
variation. However, we suggest that temperature plays a larger
role in determining kelp morphology at sites where wave

processes: (1) turbulence of breaking waves inside or outside of
the surf zone; (2) convective mixing through a combination of
cooling and evaporation; (3) wind driven currents; and (4) tidal
mixing (Smit et al., 2013). These abiotic processes cause effective
vertical mixing of surface and deeper water stratification which
leads to a homogeneous thermal environment, which in this
study may be interpreted as the mean temperature. Therefore, the
homogeneous thermal regime of inshore regions may be a reason
why mean temperature is driver of L. pallida morphological
characteristics. The difference in canopy type between the species
may be the reason why E. maxima is driven by multiple wave
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and exceeded in future climate scenarios, kelp populations
may risk being reduced over time. Furthermore, although
recent studies suggest a cooling trend of coastal waters around
South Africa (Rouault et al., 2010; Smit et al., 2013), the impact
of marine heat waves may reduce the resilience of kelps to
storms and high wave energy. Although this study identifies
specific wave and temperature metrics that drive morphological
adaptation and suggests a possible wave exposure threshold, it
does not identify the metrics or magnitude of wave exposure
required to dislodge kelp. Therefore, future studies should
consider using advanced numerical methods to investigate the
specific wave power needed to dislodge kelp, and ideally, given
a specific set of morphological measures. These types of studies
in conjunction with forecasting studies can be used to determine
the vulnerability of kelp populations to future climate scenarios.

energy is low enough not to elicit a response in morphological
characteristics. Temperature metrics influence stipe length and
frond length in shallow E. maxima individuals located at
sites within False Bay; which was not the case for deeper
E. maxima individuals as well as L. pallida which were largely
driven by wave variables. The shallow E. maxima individuals
may not experience the same amount of wave energy as do
deeper populations. This may be due to wave dampening from
deeper populations of E. maxima, which attenuate the wave
energy entering coastal environments (Jackson, 1984; Kobayashi
et al., 1993; Mork, 1996). The morphological variations in
characteristics for deep E. maxima populations are not seen for
shallow E. maxima populations. The lack of variation in shallow
E. maxima populations was also found in previous research by
Rothman et al. (2017) who identified light as a significant driver.
This influence of light may suggest photosynthetic ability and
nutrient uptake as important drivers in shallow environments.
Wave exposure may be reduced in shallow environments due to
the wave damping effect of deep kelp and seaweed populations
(Jackson, 1984; Kobayashi et al., 1993; Mork, 1996) thereby
reducing the need to adapt morphological characteristics to
reduce drag. Furthermore, the reduction in differences between
deep and shallow E. maxima at wave exposed sites on the
western of the peninsula compared to sites in False Bay
provides further evidence that wave exposure may not be an
important driver of shallow E. maxima populations in this
study. Increased temperatures corresponded with a reduction
in stipe circumference, frond length, stipe length, total length
and stipe mass resulting in slim or “skinny” kelp individuals,
which supports findings from previous research by Mabin et al.
(2013), Serisawa et al. (2002). These findings were confirmed by
the redundancy analysis which showed the contribution of wave
variables as a driver of kelp morphological characteristics was
lower compared to temperature variables. The sites do cluster
by region but almost overlap entirely; further indicating wave
variables are not the main driver. Although wave variables were
not identified as an important driver, it is important to note the
wave variables identified in the RDA differ to deep E. maxima.
The identification of median wind direction suggests that surface
gravity waves as a driver compared to swell waves identified for
L. pallida and E. maxima.
Kelps living in warmer environments have been shown to
have a lower resilience to disturbance, such as storms (Wernberg
et al., 2010). The kelps in False Bay may therefore be more
vulnerable to dislodgment under high wave exposure scenarios
compared to kelps on the western side of the Cape Peninsula,
which experiences higher wave energy on a regular basis. In
South Africa, the main contributing factors to the hydrodynamic
environment are the Southern Annular Node (SAM) and El
Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), while the latter is also the
main source of variability (Veitch et al., 2019). These climate
systems are expected to alter storm frequency and magnitude
under future climate scenarios, which may increase the overall
wave power around the Cape Peninsula. The magnitude-specific
response of the kelp species to wave exposure in this study
suggests there is a limit to morphological adaptation in reducing
the probability of dislodgement. Therefore, if this limit is reached
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CONCLUSION
Past research shows that macroalgal morphological
characteristics are largely driven by a wave exposure while
others have suggested a complex interaction between various
environmental variables. We confirm that wave variables
are the main driver of kelp morphological characteristics in
both E. maxima and L. pallida populations around the Cape
Peninsula, and differences in morphological characteristics
between shallow and deep populations of E. maxima may reflect
differences in hydrodynamic and temperature regimes. This
study also confirms the findings of previous research which
shows morphological adaptation is dependent on the magnitude
of wave exposure, but also provides quantitative, reproducible
measure of wave exposure while identifying the specific wave
metrics and wave energy thresholds involved. Furthermore,
the current study highlights the need to understand how kelp
populations, which are not exposed to high wave energy and
morphological characteristics are largely driven by temperature,
are vulnerable to changes in storm frequency and magnitude.
Kelp populations located in low wave energy environments,
such as False Bay, may be more vulnerable to increased storm
frequency and magnitude in future climate scenarios.
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APPENDIX

FIGURE A1 | The total and seasonal wave roses of the directional wave buoy just offshore from Cape Town is given for years 2000 till end of 2017 (the period for
which the directional wave spectra was available). The total (A), Austral winter (B), and Austral summer (C) are presented, respectively.
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